
EXPERTISE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

A Fortune World’s Most Admired Company

CACI integrates surveillance and reconnaissance (S&R) technologies 

into platforms that enhance situational awareness, mobility, interop-

erability, and survivability. We deliver technology-agnostic platform 

integration tailored to the mission requirements of each customer. 

This involves developing and integrating state-of-the-art surveillance 

and reconnaissance sensors into the air and ground systems the  

mission requires, leveraging our mission-customized software and 

electronics. From design to deployment to maintenance, training, and 

product improvements, CACI provides full lifecycle support for recon-

naissance and surveillance systems.

Surveillance and  
Reconnaissance

Visit us online for more information 
about all our Expertise and 
Technology:

www.caci.com
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1100 N. Glebe Road, Arlington, VA  22201
703-841-7800 

Visit our website at: 
www.caci.com

Find Career Opportunities at: 
http://careers.caci.com/

Connect with us through social media:

CACI’s 22,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing 
the unique expertise and distinctive technology that 
address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission 
challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and 
excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as 
a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member 
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently 
deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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Highlights

 · Innovative, mission-driven, 
technology-focused approach to 
hardware integration 

 · Rapid prototyping, systems 
development, and quick reaction 
capabilities (QRC) addressing cus-
tomer needs to operate in a global 
environment

 · Capabilities for Low Rate Initial 
Production (LRIP)

 · Advanced multi-and hyperspec-
tral sensor integration testing and 
integration

 · Program management that ensures 
efficient control of performance, 
schedule, and cost

Benefits

 · Intimate understanding of intel-
ligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (ISR) tradecraft and 
technologies

 · Cutting-edge technologies and 
capabilities applied to customer-
specific missions

 · Enhanced customer capabilities in 
the most rapid timeframe possible

 · Processes tailored to the nature of 
the project and schedule and cost 
constraints

S&R Mission Support: CACI provides integration, development, and technical support 
services to advance intelligence, defense, and homeland security missions throughout  
the U.S. and around the world. We use system-of-systems engineering and integration, 
Agile development and deployment, and end-to-end lifecycle support to deliver  
net-centric solutions.

S&R Hardware Integration: We apply our disciplined methodologies, along with our 
deep product development and integration experience, to rapidly identify and implement 
innovative technological solutions. This includes proven experience implementing QRC on 
large-scale programs in response to urgent needs. We integrate hardware with a focus on 
sensor performance, user interfaces, interoperability, and environmental ruggedness.

MASINT: For more than 25 years, CACI has supported measurement and signature 
intelligence (MASINT) programs and systems. As one of the industry's leading sources of 
MASINT innovation, we support significant programs with a full spectrum of technology 
and analytic services.

Software Integration Labs: CACI maintains facilities to meet a broad spectrum of 
design, development, prototyping, and LRIP solutions in support of diverse ISR global  
requirements. We maintain facilities that enable advanced technology applications and  
integration, as well as QRC systems engineering support. We operate a facility that serves 
as a research and development incubator for CACI’s intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance capabilities, and also enables customers and partners to develop their technolo-
gies in collaboration with military research labs.

CACI provides full 
lifecycle support for 
several U.S. military 
surveillance and 
reconnaissance systems 
that detect, identify, 
evaluate, and engage 
enemy forces.


